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I write this on the 10th floor of Teachers College, a place I’ve never been despite being a 

last-semester senior. I sit on the ground in front of the elevators, hoping the threat of the doors 

opening in front of me is empty. Of course a family emerges, toting their high school daughter 

around to see the “view,” as if this is a downtown Chicago attraction with a tour package. 

         “The tallest building on campus,” the baseball cap-wearing father says. 

         “The tallest building in Indiana,” the daughter corrects. That’s not right, I don’t say. 

         I didn’t know much when I got to Ball State, either. I thought Frog Baby was a statue of a 

tadpole, not a frog-wielding child. I followed someone from a waiting room all the way onto the 

front steps of North Quad before realizing she was not leading me to the office, but instead a 

student that had completed her own advising appointment. A bus trip gone wrong left me circling 

Muncie for over an hour. The campus was a place to check off the next step on the logical 

progression of growing up, not a place to call home. 

           

         Sometimes elevators remind me of my tumultuous sophomore year, the one where I fell 

in love in a Kinghorn dorm but didn’t know it was love yet, mistaking it for close friendship or 

that mutual ability to come undone and let your tongue say all of the hard things you weren’t 

capable of sharing with anyone else. We sang along with Jack Antonoff, Hayley Williams, and 

John O’Callaghan, letting them soundtrack love, angst, and everything in between. After that 

semester, I never contemplated transferring again. 

         One of the first times I visited your hometown, we drove on a winding highway with the 

standard forest landscape. I thought it was boring how the scenery always looks the same. You 



glanced at me and replied, “I love that. It makes me feel like anywhere is home,” and I’ve 

studied every drive with more appreciation since. 

         I’d failed to realize that home didn’t have to be the place with the one-lane bridge and 

blue raspberry-dipped ice cream. Home isn’t a destination as much as a state of safety, of finding 

warmth that complements my own and building a life within the wreckage years of self-sabotage 

created, and choosing to be better. We both choose to be better than we were before, better 

together. And everything is characterized by opening an elevator and seeing your face – soaking 

wet hair, oversized crewneck, pink cheeks. The door that keeps opening, no matter how many 

miles span between us, no matter how many times AT&T drops our calls, no matter how many 

nights I have to hug a pillow instead of you. 

         My parents always called my ever-changing group of friends a “revolving door.” 

Someone would walk into my life, I’d cling to them tightly, we’d unravel. In one day, out the 

next. Back in my life, gone in a flash. Was it my fault? Partially. Did it hurt to hear? Always. 

I’ve smashed the habit - left it in the Region where self-love is hard to come by - because you’re 

not a revolving door. You’re an elevator and you pull me in and our hands grasp together 

through every up, every down, and every jerk that feels like machinery breaking down. I don’t 

worry about getting stuck anymore. I don’t worry about finding a home, either. I’ve already 

created it with you. 

  
 
 


